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Abstract
The solidification of metals continues to be a phenomenon of great interest to physicists, metallurgists, casting engineers and
software developers. It directly affects the production cycle time, internal quality of castings and material utilization (yield). The
process of casting solidification is complex in nature and the simulation of such process is required in industry before it is
actually undertaken. The volumetric contraction accompanying solidification of molten metal manifests in defects like shrinkage
cavity, porosity, and sink. These defects can be minimized by an intelligent methoding and simulation using casting software. In
this paper, an attempt has been made to redesign and develop a casting free from defects, in particular, shrinkage defect. The
component taken for methoding and simulation study was subjected to high amount of shrinkage defects which was the major
cause for the rejection in the foundry. It also was having very low yield as 45 % as per the foundry information. The component
under study consists of square shaped (at top) plate having three perforations with diminishing height (at bottom) and subjected
to multiple hot spot. Therefore, optimum location of feeder has been identified by carrying out various simulation trials. Proper
feeding aids have helped in getting the hot spot completely shifted inside the feeder. Simulation based approach has helped in the
improvement of the feedability index which represents yield of feeders and quality of casting (percentage of volume free from
shrinkage porosity). The simulations results were compared with the experimental trial and the comparison was found to be in
good agreement.
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1. Introduction
Metal casting is one of the most ancient techniques used for manufacturing metal parts. It is the process of
forming metallic objects by melting metal, pouring it into the shaped cavity of a mould and allowing it to solidify.
Heat is absorbed by and transferred through the mould wall during pouring of molten metal in mould cavity [1, 2].
The solidification process for pure metals and eutectics start layer by-layer from the mould wall and proceed to the
center. This essentially moving solidification front, contracts in volume, and draws molten metal from the adjacent
(inner) liquid layer. When the solidification front reaches the center region or the hot spot, there is no more liquid
metal left and a void called shrinkage cavity, is formed (as shown in Fig. 1). Shrinkage defects appear frequently in
foundry [3]. This is avoided by attaching a feeder designed to solidify later than the hot spot. This facilitates shifting
of the shrinkage cavity to the feeder. Thus, understanding the solidification phenomenon will help us in predicting
the type and location of shrinkage defects.

Fig.1 Typical Solidification Process [3]

These defects can be minimized by an intelligent methoding and simulation using casting software. The software
simulates the way casting engineers decides the casting process, parting line, cores, mould box, feeders, gating
system and mould layout, and analyzes each decision to suggest how the design could be modified to improve
quality as well as reduce tooling and manufacturing costs. Hence casting solidification simulation enables predicting
and preventing potential problems before freezing the product design, determining ‘goodfirst’ methoding solutions
to achieve high yield at the desired quality level, and evolving optimal process plans compatible with both product
requirements and foundry capability. The methoding involves four major decisions: (1) orientation and parting line,
(2) core print design, (3) feeder design, and (4) gating design. The objective of this research work is to carryout
numerical simulation of casting solidification with experimental trials to minimize above mentioned defects. Casting
simulation and analysis has been studied by many researchers and their achievement and limitations are taken into
account while solving the case study. The solidification phenomena in sand mould for thermal stress using finite
element analysis has been carried out and author has discussed about the effect of solidification on stress formation
in casting where the experimental data was available [4]. The defects formation during solidification of Al alloy
using ABAQUS has been studied and showed that most of the defects formed where the metal solidified last [5].
Thermal history of the sand casting process for mould filling time using FORTRAN has been investigated. This
study has shown that the lastly solidifying area is near the junction [6]. Optimum riser design and its location will
ensure removal of hot spot from the casting. Here, riser having higher value of the modulus has been designed so
that it should have higher solidification time compared to casting [7]. Computer-aided casting design and simulation
provides much better and faster insight for optimizing the feeder design of castings [8]. The application of computer
aided methoding, and casting simulation in foundries can minimize the bottlenecks and non-value added time in
casting development, as it reduces the number of trial casting required on the shop floor [9].
2. Problem Definition
The objectives of this study is to represents stepped plate casting design and its numerical simulation using
AutoCAST-X software of square shaped (at top) plate having three perforations with diminishing height (at bottom)
followed by experimental validation. It has thick 208 x 208 mm square shape with a thickness of 21mm and then the
perforations of diminishing height begins from left to right as 24mm (thickest section), 19 mm (thicker section), and
14 mm (thick section), respectively for the entire width of square shape as shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 Drawings for stepped plate casting

The present component was subjected to high amount of shrinkage defects which was the major cause for the
rejection in the foundry. It also was having very low yield as 45 % as per the foundry information. So the objective
was to redesign and develop a defect free casting with the improvement in the feedability index which represents
yield of feeders and quality of casting (percentage volume free from shrinkage porosity). Based on literature survey,
feeder location was identified where the formation of hotspot was expected by simple analysis; that was at the
thickest section of the casting. Therefore, this was the first location for the placement of the feeder to solve the
problem. AutoCAST-X has inbuilt feature to check the hot spot in the component. It has also shown larger hot spot
at thicker section as compared to other two. Hence a strategy has been decided to place the feeder, during the
experimental trial, at thicker section (at middle). This has not only fed the molten metal to the thicker section but
also to the other two sections. Proper feeding aids have helped in getting the hot spot completely shifted inside the
feeder. Flow process chart of function of simulation is shown in Fig. 3.
CAD model (.STL file) of casting
Simulation
Analyzing result

Simulation of new design

Is the quality acceptable?

Redesign the feeding system based
on simulation result
No

Yes
Start production

Fig. 3.Flow process chart of function of simulation

3. Casting Design Calculations [10]
Casting design mainly consists of pattern design, gating system design and finally the feeder design. Casting is
carried out with the LM 6 material by sand casting process. To compensate for any dimensional and structural
inadequacies which will happen during the casting or patterning process, allowances are usually provided to the
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pattern. Various allowances considered are shrinkage allowance, draft allowance, machining allowance etc. The
design of the gating system act as a passage ways for the flow of molten metal from the ladle to various portions of
the mould cavity, influencing the casting quality and economy. Nearly 40 % of casting defects are attributed to
faulty design of gating systems and poor pouring practices. The solidification is essentially a phase transformation
of metals from liquid to solid state in a preshaped cavity. This phase transformation is accompanied by volumetric
shrinkage in most of the cast metals. In order to produce a sound casting it is necessary to provide means for
compensating volumetric shrinkage. Feeder or riser is the reservoirs of liquid metal provided in the mould to
compensate for the volumetric shrinkage of the casting over the total solidification period. The feeder should be
thermally and volumetrically adequate with sufficient feeding range. Based on design calculations wooden pattern
for component, gating system and feeder has been prepared as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Wooden pattern for component, gating system, and feeder

4. Numerical Simulation using AutoCAST-X Software for Stepped Plate Casting [11]
This section highlights the application of AutoCAST-X software for method design, simulation and optimization
of stepped plate casting having square shape at top having with three perforations of diminishing height.
4.1. PART Module
The prerequisite of this software is to create the part model in CAD software and save it as a standard .stl file for
importing in AutoCAST X. The mould box dimension has been taken as 300x300x160 mm (Fig. 5). As per the
foundry requirement, LM 6 has been used as a casting material. Silica sand was selected as mould material. The
simulation was carried out for Aluminum-Sand casting process. The entire mould containing the casting was
automatically subdivided into cubic elements for internal computations such as thickness, solidification and mould
filling. The element size was defined as 2.5 mm. In part module, under properties function, shape complexity of the
part was identified by the number of facets in the imported part model (.stl file), as well as three ratios:
x Volume ratio = 1 – (volume of part / volume of bounding box) = 83.01%
x Area ratio = 1 – (area of a sphere of equal volume / area of part) = 63.17%
x Thickness ratio = 1 – (minimum thickness of part / maximum thickness of part) = 91.29%
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Fig. 5 Mould shape and size for stepped plate casting

A high value of the above ratios is taken as an indication of more intricate shape. A weighted composite index of
the three ratios is used for estimating the tooling cost.
4.2. Feed Module
The Feed module enables designing and optimizing the feeders and feed aids to obtain the desired quality with
high yield. Casting solidification was simulated and the results are shown as cooling animation, feed metal paths and
shrinkage porosity distribution. The feeder design can be automatically optimized, driven by user constraints. Here,
progressive convergence of hotspot indicating the last solidifying region in the casting has been identified and green
colored dot indicates the location of the feeder as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 Progressive convergence of hotspot indicating the last solidifying region

Feeders have been located closest to major hotspots to allow feed metal transfer during volumetric contraction
that accompanies solidification shrinkage. The feeder according to the design dimensions has been placed exactly on
the top of the hotspot as shown in Fig. 8. In this case, various modulus obtained are; modulus of feeder is 11.25 mm;
modulus of neck is 9.75 mm whereas the casting modulus is 8.91 mm. After attaching the feeder to the casting, once
again the hotspot has been inspected as shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7 Feeder and neck design for stepped plate casting

Fig. 8 Partial shifted position of hotspot in the feeder for stepped plate casting

The above simulations (Fig. 8) results show that the hotspot has not completely shifted to the feeder. Hence a
strategy has been decided to use the same size of the feeder with an exothermic sleeve. This attempt will not affect
the yield of the casting since the feeder dimensions remain unaltered. There are four types of feed aids such as
sleeves, chills, padding and fins available in this software. The desired material can be selected (Insulation or
Exothermic) by using the sleeves or covers tab in the Feed module. A suitable sleeve or cover will be automatically
designed and created to match the feeder shape, size and location. Here exothermic sleeve of 10mm thickness has
been used as shown in the Fig. 9 (Left). Sleeve has maintained the feeder hot for longer duration. Once again hot
spot has been checked. It was completely shifted in side of the feeder as shown in the Fig. 9 (Right).

Riser with Exothermic sleeve
Hotspot shifts completely in the riser
Fig.9 Effect of exothermic sleeve on the position of hotspot in stepped plate casting
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4.3. Solidification Simulation
Casting solidification was simulated to view the progress of cooling from casting surface to interior, and to
predict the location of shrinkage defects such as porosity and cracks. This helps in verifying and optimizing the
design of feeders, so that the desired quality and high yield are achieved. Two main results are produced:
x Cooling animation: progressive solidification (casting surface to interior).
x Feed metal paths: directional solidification (thin to thicker regions)
The progressive solidification is indicated by isothermal maps (equal temperature) whereas the directional
solidification is indicated by feedpaths (temperature gradients). Both are color-coded (white=high temperature,
blue=low temperature) as per the scale displayed. A third result, shrinkage porosity was also generated by
interpreting the above two results. This is expected in regions of high temperature and low gradient.
Visualizations of 3D as well as 2D cooling simulation have shown that there exists no isolation in the casting.
This result also validates the proper design and location of the feeder. The total solidification time required was
24.94 min and maximum and minimum temperatures of the casting observed at the end of solidification were 574°C
and 178°C respectively. Casting cooling simulation in 3D as well as 2D is shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10 Casting solidification simulation

Feed metal paths enable visualizing the directional solidification of a casting. It flows microscopically along the
feed paths from regions that solidify later, to regions that solidify earlier (along highest temperature gradients) to
compensate the solidification shrinkage. Ideally, feed paths should end inside a feeder. Long and hot feed paths
converging inside the casting imply a local hot spot that can result in a shrinkage porosity defect. Short and cold
feed paths are usually harmless. The feed paths from casting interior to surface were computed and displayed. Feed
paths were obtained in XZ plane. They ended inside a feeder. Fig. 11 shows feed metal paths in 3D and in cross
section, all converging inside the feeder thereby indicating directional solidification.

Fig. 11 Feed metal paths (3D as well as in cross section)
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4.4. Shrinkage Porosity
The shrinkage porosity was computed from the temperature gradients using metal-specific process
characteristics, which can be adjusted to calibrate the results with respect to the observed location of shrinkage
porosity. Shrinkage porosity can be obtained in the solidification function under feed module by clicking on
Shrinkage tab. It will be displayed as dots inside the casting: red for macro-porosity and orange for micro-porosity
(Fig. 12). In this simulation, macro-porosity and micro-porosity identified as 4.61 cm3 and 4.59 cm3 respectively
with 100% quality.

Fig. 12 Shrinkage porosity (macro-red, micro-orange)

4.5. Feeding Optimization
The feeding design was evaluated (in terms of feedability index), and automatically optimized in this function.
The feeding design was evaluated in terms of three criteria:
x Quality = casting volume free from shrinkage porosity / casting volume
x Feeding yield = casting volume / (casting volume + feeder volume)
x Feeding efficiency = shrinkage volume requirement / feeder volume
Here; quality, feeding yield and feeding efficiency obtained from software are 99.81, 87.54 and 28.08%
respectively. A composite weighted feedability index is computed using the above criteria and their importance (110 scale). The index is 100% if all criteria are in the green zone and 0% if even one criterion is in the red zone. Here,
the feedability index achieved in simulation is 100%.
5. Experimental Trial for Stepped Plate Casting
This section explains the attempt made for the experimental trial carried out for stepped plate casting having
square shaped at top with three perforations of diminishing height at bottom. Trial begins with pattern making,
mould box preparation, pouring, solidification, shake out and cleaning.
5.1. Mould Box Preparation and Pouring [12,13]
A standard size mould box of dimension 300mm × 300mm × 160mm was used as taken in simulation study. The
mould cavity was to be prepared in two parts, cope, the upper part and drag, the lower part as mentioned in the
cylindrical casting section. To prevent entrapment of hot gases during pouring, vent holes were made by using a
piercer. Cope and drag were joined and mould box was prepared for pouring as shown in the Fig. 13. Once the
cavity was made the mould box was ready for pouring. Molten aluminum (LM6) at a temperature of 998 K from the
furnace was poured into the pouring basin of the mould box and the mould was filled completely. After pouring was
done the casting was allowed to solidify for 1 hour.
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Fig. 13 Cope (Left) and Drag (Right) arrangement for the steeped plate casting

5.2. Shake Out and Cleaning
Here, the solidified metal component was removed from its mould by shaking. This frees the casting from the
sand, which is still attached to the metal runners and gates. In cleaning process all the operations necessary for
removal of sand, scale and excess metal from the casting has been carried out. Also, burned on sand and scale were
removed to improve the surface appearance of the casting. The cleaned casted component is shown in Fig. 14.

Fig.14 Steeped plate casting viewed from different orientations.

6. Result and Discussion
This study has demonstrated the shrinkage defects minimized approach by an intelligent methoding and simulation
using casting software. The simulation based approach facilitates the feeder location by carrying out a quick
solidification analysis. The feeder optimization is driven by casting quality, defined as the percentage of casting
volume free from shrinkage porosity. In this study, it was observed that solidification simulation enables
visualization of the progress of freezing inside a casting and identification of the last freezing regions or hot spots.
Placement of the feeder at the last solidifying regions did not shift the hot spot completely into the feeder. Hence, an
exothermic sleeve was attached to the feeder, which has completely shifted the hot spot in the feeder and there by
eliminated shrinkage defect problem. This facilitated the optimized placement and design of feeders with
improvement in yield by 20 % while ensuring casting soundness without expensive and time-consuming trial runs.
This approach has helped in minimizing the solidification related defects, thereby providing a defect free casting.
This study shows that simulation can be of great use in optimizing the feeder dimensions and increasing the feeding
efficiency of the casting. Both macro-porosity and micro-porosity were identified as 4.61 cm3 and 4.59 cm3 with
100% quality. Quality, feeding yield and feeding efficiency obtained from software were 99.81, 87.54 and 28.08%
respectively. A composite weighted feedability index is computed using the above criteria and their importance (110 scale). The index is 100% if all criteria are in the green zone and 0% if even one criterion is in the red zone. Here,
the feedability index achieved in simulation is 100%.

7. Conclusion
x Traditional casting approach for developing a new part involves manual method design of the 2D drawings of the
cast part. This is followed by fabrication of tools, conducting trial runs and inspection. The method layout needs
to be modified in case of defective samples. The entire process is repeated till a defect free sample is obtained.
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Each iteration takes up several days, affecting regular production. After a few iterations, the foundry may resort
to a ‘safe’ methods design (implying low yield), or continue with high rejection rates (implying high scrap or
repair cost).
x On the contrary, simulation based trials do not involve wastage of material, energy and labour, and also do not
hold up regular production. Computer simulation provides a clear understanding of the casting phenomena to
identify the location and extent of internal defects, ensuring defect-free castings. Thus, numerical simulation of
casting can be considered as an important method to make casting technique change from experience test to
science guidance.
x The simulation is based on Gradient Vector Method (GVM), which computes temperature gradients (feed metal
paths) inside the casting, and follows them in reverse manner to identify the location and extent of shrinkage
porosity. This is a new method that is found to be much faster than finite element or finite volume method, and
usually more accurate too. The simulation costs are a fraction of the costs of foundry trials, while providing better
and faster insight for casting optimization.
x Hence it was concluded that experimental results were confirmed with simulation results.
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